
CLASS SUPPLY LIST FOR TOTALLY TRENDY TOTE (revised 2/19/2023)
Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich  - 850-545-2586

🔑Note from the Teacher:   If you are fairly new to bag making, I suggest that
you make the medium size for your first tote bag.
We will be making the bag with a recessed zippered insert and you will need a
handbag zipper.

Pattern:  Totally Trendy Tote ByAnnie.com
For the Bag - Choose a Size:  Medium, Large or Extra Large
Choose a large print for the exterior
Choose coordinating fabric for borders and straps
See Back of Pattern below for fabric yardage
ByAnnie Soft and Stable - 1 yard

Handbag Zippers
Medium and large size bags - 24” or longer single slide
Extra large bag - 30” or longer double slide
1” Polypro Strapping
Medium size:  Short Handles - you need 60’

Long Handles - you need 90”
Large size:  Short Handles - you need 66”

Long Handles - you need 94”
1” Buttons - Optional - These are sewn to the bottom to reduce wear.
You need 4 to 6 for a medium size and 6 to 8 for the large size.
Foam Core - I will provide.  This is used on the bottom to stabilize the base.
Thread to Match Fabrics
Bring all essential sewing supplies to include:
90 top stitch needle
Zipper foot, walking foot, ¼” foot
Stiletto (I like ByAnnie’s stiletto)
Turning Tool and Bodkin
Wonder clips, marking pen or chalk
Rotary cutter and small mat and rulers
Iron and ironing mat
Double sided adhesive tape for fabric and fabric glue pen



Prior to Class - Quilt your fabric (main and lining) and foam stabilizer.
Refer to the General Quilting Instructions on page 1 of the pattern.
Sandwich the three pieces - lining face down, Soft and Stable, and then main

fabric face up.  Pin layers or use a temporary, positionable spray adhesive, like
505, Temporary Adhesive for fabrics.  Quilt as desired.

Medium Size Bag:
30” x 19” of main, lining and soft and stable - for the body
If using directional fabric, cut two pieces of main fabric 15-½”h x 19”w
With right sides together, rotate pieces so that bottoms of design are together
and sew a ½” seam. Press seam open to make a 30” x 19” piece.
Lining fabric  and soft and stable are cut 30” x 19”
7” x 15” of main, lining and soft and stable -  for the outer pockets

Large Size Bag:
40” x 27” of main, lining and soft and stable - for the body
If using directional fabric, cut two pieces of main fabric  20-½”h x 27” w
Lining fabric and soft and stable are cut 40” x 27”
With right sides together, rotate pieces so that bottoms  of design are together
and sew a ½” seam.  Press seam open to make a 40” x 27” piece.
9” x 17”  of main, lining and soft and stable - for the outer pockets

Cut  the Quilted Pieces
Medium Size Bag:
From the 30” x 19” quilted piece, the body, cut 1 piece 29”h  x 18”w
From the 7” x 15” quilted piece, cut two pieces 6” x 7” for the pockets
Large Size Bag:
From the 40” x 27” quilted piece, the body, cut 1 piece 38”h x 25”w
From the 9” x 17” quilted piece, cut two pieces 8” x 8” for the pockets

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.
If a class is canceled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be
refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a
refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class handouts and supplies.
Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not have time

to instruct on the use of your machine.







Prior to Class
Quilt your fabric (main and lining) and foam stabilizer.
Refer to the General Quilting Instructions on page 1 of the pattern.
Sandwich the three pieces - lining face down, Soft and Stable, and then main

fabric face up.  Pin layers or use a temporary, positionable spray adhesive, like
505, Temporary Adhesive for fabrics.  Quilt as desired.

Medium Size Bag:
30” x 19” of main, lining and soft and stable - for the body
7” x 15” of main, lining and soft and stable -  for the outer pockets

Large Size Bag:
40” x 27” of main, lining and soft and stable - for the body
9” x 17”  of main, lining and soft and stable - for the outer pockets

Cut  the Quilted Pieces
Medium Size Bag:
From the 30” x 14” quilted piece, the body, cut 1 piece 29”h  x 18”w
From the 7” x 15” quilted piece, cut two pieces 6” x 7” for the pockets

Large Size Bag:
From the 40” x 27” quilted piece, the body, cut 1 piece 38”h x 25”w
From the 9” x 17” quilted piece, cut two pieces 8” x 8” for the pockets

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.
If a class is canceled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be
refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a
refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class handouts and supplies.  Please
register early as possible to ensure your place and to avoid disappointment.
Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not
have time to instruct on the use of your machine


